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Abstract
Introduction: Intratracheal intubation has many side effects in people who have difficulty intubating,
the most common of which is hoarseness and sore throat; Therefore, it is necessary to prevent it. The
aim of this study was to investigate the effects of rosemary on voice violence and sore throat after
endotracheal intubation in women with difficult intubation.
Methods: This study was a randomized Non-blind clinical trial in which during 2018, with the
participation of 70 patients undergoing general anesthesia, they were randomly(Randomly Permuted
Block) divided into two groups: control (inserting sterile gauze impregnated with distilled water into
the patient's throat) and intervention (inserting sterile gas impregnated with rosemary into the
patient's throat). Sore throat and voice violence were measured using VAS scale and finally the data
were entered in SPSS20 software and analyzed by descriptive and inferential statistics.
Results: The severity of sore throat in the intervention group( 9/77± /77

) was not
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significantly(p=0.6) less than the severity of the control group( 3/20± /93); The need for treatment
was not observed in either group.
Conclusion: Rosemary extract could not reduce noise and sore throat after intubation in people with
difficult intubation.
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Introduction
Intratracheal intubation

is

unavoidable

following anesthesia and is directly related to

the type and length of surgery, the patient's
condition, and the operating room conditions
(1); Intratracheal intubation is a safe and
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reliable method for oxygenation of patients

Sore throat (Incidence=3 %) and hoarseness

who are to undergo surgery, and if done

(Incidence=

correctly, greatly reduces the stress and

intubation for the reasons mentioned above

workload of the anesthesiologist and his

have caused concern for anesthesiologists, so

assistant (2, 3).

finding preventive methods to prevent this

Doing this properly requires scientific and

complication has always been a challenge for

principled training of medical students and

anesthesiologists

other branches of the medical department.

(Increased

There are different methods for teaching

incidence ×3)

endotracheal intubation and if done, it will

people with intubation and increase the stress

enable and master people ( -6). Performing

of the anesthesiologist as well as the need for

intubation intubation is not always easy (7);

postoperative medication and the need for

Because in about 1 to 8% of cases, intubation

more care in inpatient wards (8).

is a type of problem, and in people whose

All the mentioned factors have caused

ovulation is a type of problem, the skill of the

preventive measures for these people to be

anesthesiologist can greatly calm the situation

considered by anesthesiologists more than

(8).

medical procedures (1 ); There are several

Problem intubation causes problems after

ways to do this, including ketamine gargling,

laryngoscopy and more intubation than normal

corticosteroid use, different forms of lidocaine,

people, so that in some studies, the incidence

beclomethasone

of common complications after intubation is

hydrochloride spray, small endotracheal tube,

estimated to be up to three times higher than

intramuscular

other people (9). Common complications after

Chipping the tube when the cuff of the

intubation include prolonged ventilation and

endotracheal tube is completely empty; All of

increased

these methods focus on reducing inflammation

pneumonia,
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risk

of

ventilator-associated

increased

induction

and

2

%)

(1

after

);

endotracheal

These

concerns

Sore throat and hoarseness
become more difficult for

inhalation,
intubation

benzidamine
and

complete

(1 ).

maintenance of anesthetics (10), increased

On the other hand, because each of the

duration of anesthesia and side effects of

mentioned methods is followed with side

anesthetics (11), shortness of breath, ulcers

effects and they have not been able to

And increase the severity of noise and sore

completely prevent noise and sore throat after

throat (12). Meanwhile, voice violence and

intubation and reduce its rate to zero, use new

sore

throat

unbearable

are
for

more

unpleasant

and

methods and drugs that have the least side

many

patients

than

effects. It has always been considered in the

postoperative pain, which increases the need

studies

of

anesthesia

professors

and

for medication (13).

researchers (16). Rosemary plant due to its
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compounds (carnosol and uriculic acid) has

surgeries that require endotracheal intubation

been able to be used as a good anti-

in supine position And withdrawal (use of

inflammatory in most inflammatory diseases

anti-inflammatory drugs during the two weeks

and has beneficial effects that no side effects

before surgery, history of upper airway

have been reported so far; It has been

infection and sore throat, prolongation of the

approved by researchers and suggestions have

operation more than

been made to replace this plant with chemical

drug addiction, psychopathy of the patient,

drugs (which in most cases are associated with

emergency patients)

many side effects) (17). According to the

After obtaining informed written consent,

recommendations to eliminate and reduce

approval in the ethics committee of Tabriz

inflammation

University

using

rosemary

(18),

the

of

hours, daily allergies,

Medical

Sciences

and

researchers of the present study decided to

registration in the clinical trial system with the

reduce the anti-inflammatory effects of this

code IRCT201808060 072 N1 were included

substance to reduce and zero noise and sore

in the study. Also, patients were randomly

throat after tracheal intubation in women.

divided into four groups of 3

Which has a higher prevalence than men, to

intervention by random

find the best way to eliminate the violence of

randomized method (Randomly Permuted

the voice and sore throat after intubation, to

Block) and using the relevant software from

avoid medication and its side effects.

www.randomization.org. All the necessary

Method

ethical considerations were observed in this

This study is a randomized clinical trial and

study as in similar studies.

Non-blinding
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control and
and random

that was conducted during

2017 and 2018 in Imam Reza (AS) Hospital

Cardiovascular, endocrine, internal medicine

affiliated to Tabriz University of Medical

and forensic consultations were performed for

Sciences. Sample size was measured at 70

all patients, the anesthesiologist visited the

patients; The sample size was determined

patients one day before the surgery and

based on Cochran's formula with an error

examined the patients for the difficulty of

level of

endotracheal intubation. Half an hour before

% and a population size of 80

patients (number of patients last year).

transferring patients to the operating room,

Samples were available by sampling method
with

compliance

with

inclusion

criteria

00cc of normal saline was given through IV
line implanted with angiocatheter number 20

(patients 0-60 years old candidates for breast

to

hydrate

patients.

After

entering

the

cancer surgery (total mastectomy) , patients

operating room, anesthesia monitoring (pulse

with diagnosis of problem tubing with

oximetry, ECG and peripheral blood pressure)

Malampati criteria (class III and IV) and

was performed for all patients. Patients were
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then pretreated with 1-2 mg / kg of fentanyl

unit. After the patient regained consciousness,

and 0.02 mg / kg of midazolam and induction

the patient's sore throat was measured and

with propofol 2. -1 mg / kg and atracurium at

recorded using VAS scale by a medical

a dose of 0. mg / kg. Kg and lidocaine 2%

student who was unaware of the grouping in

were given 1-1.

recovery and 2-6-2

mg per kg and after 3

hours after that. The

minutes, the patient was gently intubated by

same analgesic regimen was used in the

an anesthesiologist to ensure complete muscle

analgesia ward. ( 0 mg intravenous pethidine)

relaxation with a 7 mm diameter orthopedic

was used for all patients. Dexamethasone

tube.

mg was injected as IM if severe sore throat

After

intubation,

a

sterile

gas

impregnated with the study fluid was placed in
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required medical treatment.

the patient's pharynx with the help of forceps.

Data obtained from the study by descriptive

These gases were prepared by the relevant

statistical methods (frequency, percentage,

technician

mean

who

entered

during

the

and

standard

deviation),

mean

investigation, so that the gases of the

difference test for independent groups and

intervention group were impregnated with

repeated measures RMA design test and chi-

3CC of rosemary syrup of Fadak Sepahan

square relationship test or Fisher's exact test

Farm Pharmaceutical and Agro-Industrial

using SPSS20 was statistically analyzed. P

Company, generic R. officinalis (containing

<0.0

rosemary extract). ; Control gases were also

normality of data distribution was assessed by

impregnated with 3CC of distilled water; The

Kolmogorov-s test and Q-Q diagram.

surgeon and anesthesiologist, as well as the

Results

patients, were unaware of the gaseous fluid.

In this study, the number of participants was

Continued anesthesia was administered by

70 who were divided into two equal groups of

TIVA with propofol and remifentanil. Vital

3

signs of all patients were kept within the

duration of general anesthesia for surgery was

normal range and changes in vital signs of

110/ ±26/

more than ten percent removed the samples

patients participating in the study was

from the study process.

was

considered

significant.

The

intervention and control. The mean

2.70±1 /0

Min and the mean age of
years. Detailed information for

At the end of the operation, muscle relaxation

each group is given in Table 1. The number of

was reversed with neostigmine (0.0 mg / kg)

patients with postoperative sore throat in

and atropine (0.0 mg / kg); Gas was removed

patients receiving rosemary herbal medicine

from the patients's mouth and the patient's

was 66 in total and in the control group was

endotracheal

72. There was no significant difference

tube

was

removed

after

suctioning the secretions into the mouth and
the patients were transferred to the recovery

between the two groups (p = 0.6).
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Table 1: Basic information of patients
participating in the study
Variable
Age

Control

Intervention

(N=3 )

(N=3 )

3.99±6.89

2.21± .99

2
hours
10
after
recovery

1

0.38

P Value

Discussion

p=0.89

The aim of the present study was to evaluate
the effects of rosemary on voice and sore

Anesthesia
Time

http://intjmi.com

119.71±13.88

111.28±12.7

p=0.137

(Min)

throat after endotracheal intubation in women
with difficult intubation. Problem intubation is
one of the most difficult and stressful

Number of people had sore throat after

procedures for anesthesiologists and due to the

anesthesia It is given in Table 2 at different

problem of laryngoscopy, these people are

times. In general, the mean pain intensity in

more likely to develop inflammation after

all hours after anesthesia in the intervention

intubation (8); Inflammation after intubation

group was 1/91±0/8

causes

sore

throat

and

hoarseness,

so

was 1/77±0/97, which was not statistically

following the increase in inflammation and the

significant (p = 0.88); Pain intensity in

likelihood of sore throat and complaints of

recovery and 2-6-12-2 hours in two groups

patients after anesthesia, medication and

are given in Table 3. Since severe sore throat

preventive

was not observed in any of the patients,

anesthesiologists to deal with this problem;

dexamethasone was not injected in any group.

Several medications are taken after the patient

Table 2: Patients with sore throat after

leaves the operating room, in most of which

anesthesia were measured at different times

the effect does not significantly reduce sore

Time

throat and hoarseness. On the other hand, in

Intervention Control

P Value

(N=3 )

(N=3 )

9

13

0. 2

2
hours
11
after
recovery

16

0.1 9

6
hours
9
after
recovery

12

0.219

12
hours
10
after
recovery

1

0.316

In
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and in the control group

Recovery

measures

are

taken

by

people who have problems with intubation,
the severity of the inflammation is sometimes
so great that there is a need to prescribe
several drugs (2 , 26); Therefore, preventive
action is welcomed by anesthesiologists as
well as patients, because patients in this
condition do not experience sore throat and
violence to need medication, which increases
the acceptance of patients to prevent sore
throat ( 27).
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Since rosemary extract has not been used to

of nerve cells have been mentioned and it is

prevent hoarseness and sore throat after

believed that the extract of this plant due to its

intubation and this study is the first study in

antioxidant and anti-inflammatory effects can

this field, researchers compare the results of

greatly reduce cell stimulation. The central

this study with the anti-inflammatory effects

nervous system (31); The positive results

of this extract in other diseases. . In a study

observed in their study are not in line with the

conducted by Rocha et al. To investigate the

lack of positive effect of using this extract in

anti-inflammatory effects of rosemary extract,

intubation. Ghafarzadegan et al. In their study

researchers found positive and beneficial

observed the positive effects of ointment

effects of this extract in severely reducing

composed of rosemary extract to reduce back

inflammation in their study (28); The anti-

pain after coronary angiography and state that

inflammatory and antioxidant effects of

the use of this extract, in addition to being

carnosol as one of the substances in rosemary

welcomed by the patient, has positive and

extract have potential effects in reducing

appropriate effects on The reduction of back

inflammation and it seems that the severe

pain is after surgery (32), the results of their

reduction in inflammation in the study of

study are not in line with the results of the

Rocha et al. Is due to this substance. Ms

present study and are not in the same direction.

Rahbardar et al. In their study conducted in an
animal

model

found

positive

anti-
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inflammatory effects of this extract

in

The low concentration of rosemary extract in
this study and the lack of use of this drug

reducing inflammation in neuropathic pain (29)

before intubation is a weakness of the present

whose results are not consistent with the

study, as well as the lack of accurate

present study.

information about the purity of this substance

In the study, the effects of antioxidants such as

as a limitation of the present study. Lack of

rosemary

diabetic

attention to the time spent for intubation and

neuropathy were mentioned. The researcher

the number of times for intubation The

believes that the antioxidants in rosemary

problem is the weakness of the present study

herbs

and

and researchers suggest conducting further

neuropathic pain in diabetics. The results of

studies to investigate the effects of this drug in

his study on the positive anti-inflammatory

gel form. Due to the lack of positive effect of

effects of rosemary extract are not in line with

rosemary extract, researchers consider the use

the results of the present study and are not in

of this substance to reduce sore throat after

the same direction (30). In a study by Brady et

intubation, useless.

al., The positive and beneficial effects of

Conclusion

extract

can

on

reduce

reducing

inflammation

rosemary extract on reducing the excitability

Int J Med Invest 2021; Volume 10; Number 3; 3- 2
Rosemary extract, which has proven anti-

.

Aghamohammadi D, Farzin H, Gol

inflammatory effects, could not reduce sore

MK. The Effect of intubation intubation

throat

training on the success of cardiopulmonary

and

hoarseness

in

people

with

intubation due to the absence of any side

resuscitation in medical

effects in the present study.
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